Identification of modified residues in RNAs by reverse transcription-based methods.
Naturally occurring modified residues derived from canonical RNA nucleotides are present in most cellular RNAs. Their detection in RNA represents a difficult task because of their great diversity and their irregular distribution within RNA molecules. Over the decades, multiple experimental techniques were developed for the identification and localization of RNA modifications. Most of them are quite laborious and require purification of individual RNA to a homogeneous state. An alternative to these techniques is the use of reverse transcription (RT)-based approaches. In these approaches, purification of RNA to homogeneity is not necessary, because the selection of the analyzed RNA species is done by specific annealing of oligonucleotide DNA primers. However, results from primer extension analysis are difficult to interpret because of the unpredictable nature of RT pauses. They depend not only on the properties of nucleotides but also on the RNA primary and secondary structure. In addition, the degradation of cellular RNA during extraction, even at a very low level, may complicate the analysis of the data. RT-based techniques for the identification of modified residues were considerably improved by the development of selected chemical reagents specifically reacting with a given modified nucleotide. The RT profile obtained after such chemical modifications generally allows unambiguous identification of the chemical nature of the modified residues and their exact location in the RNA sequence. Here, we provide experimental protocols for selective chemical modification and identification of several modified residues: pseudouridine, inosine, 5-methylcytosine, 2'-O-methylations, 7-methylguanosine, and dihydrouridine. Advice for an optimized use of these methods and for correct interpretation of the data is also given. We also provide some helpful information on the ability of other naturally occurring modified nucleotides to generate RT pauses.